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1. What Is OpenThermo?
OpenThermo is a program package for statistical thermodynamics computations beyond rigid rotor 
harmonic oscillator approximation (RRHOA).

The main goal of OpenThermo project is to provide the user with the set of tools for processing 
different  molecular  data  to  the  thermodynamic  functions.  In  contrast  to  statistical  subprograms 
integrated to QC packages, OpenThermo is designed to make the calculation transparent to user and 
give maximum control under the choice of used theories and approximations. 

Starting from the version 1.0 Beta 1 package uses new XML-based format of input files. It became 
more user-friendly and requires input of less data amount than in previous versions, assuming other 
to be default.

2. The Structure of OpenThermo Input File
Input file is necessary for the execution of the program. It contains all the information about the 
molecule. The process of creating the input file is straightforward.

As a common XML file the OpenThermo input file consists of several groups which are bordered 
by  the group names put into angular brackets (XML tags): <group_name> (opening tag) before 
the specified group and </group_name> (closing tag) after. 

The file itself starts with the  <input> and ends with the  </input> tags. The order of groups 
specifying data does not matter. However, the hierarchy of groups is significant: for example, group 
<rotor> may be placed only inside the <rotors> group, and <freq> group must not be placed 
inside <rotors>, only inside <input>. No group may be placed outside the <input> group. 

Starting with current version of the OpenThermo package, many input parameters have reasonable 
in  most  cases  default  values,  e.g.,  rotational  number  of  molecule  can  be  determined  fully 
automatically. So, only necessary data should be provided.

Every group may contain the set of parameters (XML attributes) and data. The attributes may be 
placed in the opening tag,  directly after the group keyword.  In this version of OpenThermo all 
keywords,  i.e.  groups'  names,  parameters'  names and parameters'  values,  are  case-sensitive.  It's 
likely to be changed in the future releases.

In case the group contains only the set of parameters, it may be specified by the only one string, 
starting with the symbol “<” and ending with the “/>” symbols. 

The file may contain comments in any place. Comment should start with “<!--”  and finish with 
“-->” symbols, and may include many lines, even whole input group desired to be temporarily 
disabled. 

By the way, the generalized structure of the input file looks like this:

<input>
<group_name1>

<!-- probably some contents inside -->



</group_name1>
<group_name2 param1=xxx param2=yyy … paramN=zzz >

.....
</group_name2>
<group_name3 param1=A param2=B />
<!-- Equivalent: <group_name3 param1=A param2=B>
</group_name3> -->

<!-- some other data groups -->
...
<!-- comments in every place of file -->
...

</input>

3. Creation of the Simplest Input File
Every input file must contain at least two groups inside: <geometry>, starting with the number of 
atoms  in  the  molecule  and  containing  standard  XYZ  structure  of  molecule;  and  <freq>, 
containing the full set of harmonic vibration frequencies of the molecule (3N-5 for linear and 3N-6 
for non-linear, where  N is number of atoms). If number of frequencies doesn't match numder of 
atoms in the molecule, warning message will appear, nevertheless, calculation will go on. Default 
units for atomic coordinates are angstroms, and for frequencies are cm−1.

WARNING: We strongly discourage users from putting zeros inside  <freq> group. It can 
give rise to unpredictable errors in the calculation!

Here is one of the simplest input files:

<input> 
  <!-- Ditellurium --> 
  <geometry> 
    2 <!-- number of atoms -->
       <!-- X        Y        Z --> 
    Te   0.0000   0.0000   1.2787 
    Te   0.0000   0.0000  -1.2787 
  </geometry> 
  <freq> 
    247.07 
  </freq> 
</input>

Copy this text to preferred editor and save it as plain text file with any name, for example “te2.inp”, 
although the extension doesn't matter. Optionally, one may add the next line into the file:

<job p=101325 T="100 50 400"/>

(if it's present, user is not asked for conditions after program startup)



4. Execution of OpenThermo

4.1. Microsoft Windows
To run OpenThermo, double click on its icon or executable 'openthermo.exe' itself. Dialog window 
will rise to ask for input file name. Than user will be asked for thermodynamic functions calculation 
conditions: pressure and temperature interval. (In case they were not specified in input file. Such 
option is also available and will be described further.) Calculated thermodynamic properties will be 
written to the output file with the same name as an input one, but with the '*.out' extension. All 
intermediate results and a lot of information about molecule will be available in the '*.log' file.

If there are any errors detected in input file error messages will be printed in the program's window. 
The details about errors will be available in a '*.log' file. Besides, the program can display warnings 
on some non-critical errors. 

Also OpenThermo can be executed from the command line  (cmd.exe). To simplify the operation 
executable file 'openthermo.exe' can be copied to the folder containing input file(s). OpenThermo 
can be started with or without parameters as described below.

4.2. Linux and other POSIX compliant systems
If the OpenThermo is installed globally (from binary package or via make install command), 
or the route to binary is contained in PATH variable, openthermo command can be used in every 
directory where user have write permissions. The syntax is:

openthermo [input_file_name]

Otherwise, the program can be called using the full path to the openthermo binary.

If  input_file_name is not specified, user will be invited to input file name. If input file was 
successfully read, user is asked for thermodynamic functions calculation conditions: pressure and 
temperature interval. (In case they were not specified in input file. This option is also available and 
will be described later) Calculated thermodynamic properties are written to the output file with the 
same name as an input one, but with the '*.out' extension. All intermediate results of calculations 
and a lot of information about molecule become available in the '*.log' file which is being updated 
during execution.

If there are any errors detected in input file error messages or 'Segmentation fault' will be printed to 
stderr. The details about errors will be available in a '*.log' file.  Besides, the program can display 
warnings on are some non-critical errors. 

5. More Complicated Cases

5.1. Possible Variations in the Input File Syntax. Specifying Conditions.
We  have  looked  through  the  simplest  input  file,  containing  only  two  necessary  groups: 
<geometry> and  <freq>.  However,  providing more rigorous calculations and utilizing most 
power of the package requires addition of other significant groups. 

First  of  all  one  can  use  <job> group  to  describe  the  thermodynamic  function  calculation 
conditions: pressure and temperature. The easiest way to do that is specify the line like:

<job p=101325 T="100 50 400"/>,



although same parameters may be specified in a bit more complex way:

<job p=101325 T="100 50 400"></job>,

but accordingly to XML standards this statement is absolutely equivalent to the previous.

This will calculate properties under atmospheric pressure in temperature range from 100 to 400 K 
with step 50 K. Remember that '/>' at the end of line means that group has empty content. 

Also one may write "101325" instead of  101325, because for such parameters this forms are 
equivalent. Nevertheless, "" must be used for any data, containing spaces, e.g., "100 50 400". 
It  is  also  permitted  to  place  any  number  of  whitespace  symbols (spaces,  tabs,  line  breaks) 
everywhere in the input file, if such formatting is more comfortable.  The exception is inner space 
of tags  between symbols  '<'  and '>'  where one cannot  place comments.  For  example,  previous 
statement may be rewritten in a such way:

<job 
  p=101325 
  T="100 50 400"
/>

Of course, this construction is absolutely equivalent to the previous ones.

The next example is incorrect (comment inside tag):

<job 
  p=101325 <!-- comment --> 
T="100 50 400" 

/>

and causes parsing error like this:

Error: expected an '>' closing tag literal
Error at line 7, position 9: expected an '>' closing tag literal
        p=101325 <!-- comment -->
       ^

5.3. Electronic Levels and Anharmonicity
To improve agreement of calculated values with experimental results one can take into account 
electronic structure of molecule and anharmonicity of vibrations.

To  input  electronic  energy  levels  of  molecule  create  group  <elevels> somewhere  inside 
<input>, and fill it with sub-groups <level> with values of energy (parameter  energy) and 
degeneracy  (parameter  degen).  By  default  <elevels> group  is  assumed  to  have  the  next 
contents:

<elevels>
<level degen=1 energy=0/>

</elevels>

Anharmonicity may be specified by adding one more <freq> group with parameter type set to 
value anharm (default value of this parameter is harm), containing all vibrational frequencies of 
molecule in anharmonic approximation:



<freq type=anharm>
246.0404

</freq>

ATTENTION: In case of polyatomic molecules, anharmonic must be given in the same order 
as their harmonic counterparts!

The next example demonstrates an input file for the calculation of Te2 which takes into account 
electronic levels and anharmonicity (file te2.inp in the 'examples' directory):

<input> 
  <job p=101325 T="100 50 400"/>
  <geometry> 
    2 
    Te   0.0000   0.0000   1.2787 
    Te   0.0000   0.0000  -1.2787 
  </geometry> 
  <elevels>
    <!-- Split up of triplet state due to spin-orbit -->
    <level energy=0 degen=1/> 
    <level energy=23.619804 degen=2/>
  </elevels>
  <freq> 
    247.07 
  </freq> 
  <freq type=anharm>
  246.0404

  </freq>
</input>

5.3. Internal Rotations (to be completed)
Another major group is  <rotors> which relates to the description of rotors, contained in the 
molecule. It may be useful for the investigation of internal rotation. Its syntax becomes clear from 
the next examples:

Example 1.

<input> 
<job p="101325" T="100 50 400"/> 
<geometry> 
10 
C       -2.065119833      0.000000000     -0.000000705 
C        2.065119833      0.000000000     -0.000000705 
C       -0.604596385      0.000000000     -0.000018234 
C        0.604596385      0.000000000     -0.000018234 
H       -2.464147339      0.000000000      1.020730219 
H        2.464147339      0.000000000      1.020730219 
H       -2.464180729     -0.883973605     -0.510355641 
H        2.464180729     -0.883973605     -0.510355641 
H       -2.464180729      0.883973605     -0.510355641 



H        2.464180729      0.883973605     -0.510355641 
</geometry> 
<rotors> 
<rotor atoms="1 5 7 9" bond="1 3"/> 

</rotors> 
<freq style=std scale=0.98> 
  210.74         
  214.99         
  379.24         
  380.49         
  723.62         
  1048.04        
  1049.33        
  1072.85        
  1074.11        
  1179.36        
  1427.91        
  1433.23        
  1492.29        
  1492.44        
  1494.07        
  1494.23        
  2365.32        
  3017.9         
  3018.07        
  3078.76        
  3079.35        
  3083.95        
  3084.53               
</freq> 
</input>

Example 2.

<input>
 <job T="100 50 400" p="101325"/>
 <units>
  <inp energy="H"/>
 </units>
 <geometry>
9 
Te     0.000000     0.000000     0.000000
 C     0.000000     0.000000     2.141000
 C     2.136892     0.000000    -0.132570
 H    -1.026719     0.000000     2.504000
 H     0.513360    -0.889165     2.504000
 H     0.513360     0.889165     2.504000



 H     2.435621     0.000000    -1.179795
 H     2.530982     0.889165     0.357328
 H     2.530982    -0.889165     0.357328
</geometry>
 <rotors>
  <rotor atoms="2 4 5 6" barrier="0.003617475" bond="1 2" 

theory="quantum"/>
  <rotor atoms="3 7 8 9" barrier="0.003617475" bond="1 3" 

theory="quantum"/>
 </rotors>
<freq>
3018
2918
1414
1227
872
528
228
3000
1420
820
3018
2918
1426
1225
805
528
3018
1420
843
</freq>
</input>

Example 3.

<input>
<job T="100 50 400"/>
<geometry>

  24
C      0.0551277813        0.5793949922        2.3451752551
C      1.1984459380        1.3154208374        1.9797880946
C      1.7083417206        2.3014275404        2.8489839234
C      1.0832915224        2.5586289347        4.0837642521
C     -0.0603930984        1.8218174873        4.4484059597
C     -0.5753084053        0.8350960202        3.5847633823
Te    -0.8414706161       -0.9618068834        1.1189946641
H      1.6961486935        1.1320000124        1.0301285185



H      2.5923005885        2.8638427364        2.5560570929
H      1.4800962708        3.3201721654        4.7511174398
H     -0.5535395820        2.0101147156        5.3996587655
H     -1.4606395116        0.2783265990        3.8883743557
Te     0.8404457283       -0.9635274303       -1.1202834543
C     -0.0541452324        0.5804761126       -2.3448103222
C      0.5754241891        0.8364586042       -3.5847362649
C      0.0611704494        1.8249957783       -4.4467127528
C     -1.0809195169        2.5632470551       -4.0799911499
C     -1.7050752276        2.3056921173       -2.8448200806
C     -1.1958747918        1.3178862055       -1.9772523360
H      1.4595078214        0.2785562364       -3.8898596158
H      0.5535769268        2.0135760833       -5.3982900566
H     -1.4772053193        3.3261845884       -4.7460605037
H     -2.5878005164        2.8692371842       -2.5503405419
H     -1.6928805121        1.1342454528       -1.0272767472

</geometry>

<rotors>
  <rotor atoms=" 1  2  3  4  5  6  8  9 10 11 12" bond="1 7"/>
  <rotor atoms="14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24" bond="14 13" />
  <rotor atoms=" 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12" bond="7 13" 
theory=quantum>

<pes type=discreet>
84.794 -479.0871682
4.794 -479.0755693
12.794 -479.0764171
20.794 -479.0776834
28.794 -479.0792958
36.794 -479.0811122
44.794 -479.0826881
52.794 -479.0842666
60.794 -479.0855656
68.794 -479.0864368
76.794 -479.0869829
92.794 -479.0870193
100.794 -479.0865906
108.794 -479.085874
116.794 -479.0848938
124.794 -479.0837029
132.794 -479.0824013
140.794 -479.0810559
148.794 -479.0797824
156.794 -479.0787009
164.794 -479.077784
172.794 -479.077254



180.794 -479.0770602
188.794 -479.0773815
196.794 -479.0780292
204.794 -479.0790118
212.794 -479.0802021
220.794 -479.0814747
228.794 -479.0827512
236.794 -479.084038
244.794 -479.0851826
252.794 -479.0860653
260.794 -479.0866049
268.794 -479.0870512
276.794 -479.0871067
284.794 -479.0867718
292.794 -479.0861807
300.794 -479.0853212
308.794 -479.0838791
316.794 -479.0822841
324.794 -479.0806504
332.794 -479.0788379
340.794 -479.0773436
348.794 -479.0761648
356.794 -479.0754573</pes>

</rotor>
</rotors>
<freq style=molpro scale=0.98>
<!-- 1 19.77 -->
1 64.64
1 71.96
1 148.00
1 157.93
1 159.94
1 223.16
1 231.72
1 254.35
1 254.48
1 408.59
1 408.92
1 470.16
1 474.65
1 630.23
1 630.24
1 655.63
1 655.93
1 716.45
1 717.12



1 766.01
1 768.58
1 877.95
1 878.88
1 949.68
1 951.66
1 1006.72
1 1006.82
1 1015.86
1 1016.41
1 1027.77
1 1028.77
1 1038.09
1 1038.34
1 1078.61
1 1079.83
1 1102.92
1 1103.10
1 1205.93
1 1206.02
1 1231.15
1 1231.46
1 1339.88
1 1340.00
1 1370.90
1 1371.29
1 1459.03
1 1459.28
1 1503.03
1 1504.13
1 1617.22
1 1617.41
1 1620.72
1 1622.62
1 3177.57
1 3177.69
1 3185.41
1 3185.67
1 3196.89
1 3197.10
1 3208.19
1 3208.30
1 3225.67
1 3225.95</freq>
</input>


